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Stephen & Susan are both geography teachers with many years of experience. Stephen has been a County teacher Advisor
& is now a Consultant to the G.A.
Both have written teaching resources for major providers & written for book publishers. Their resources have won
educational awards..

Elizabeth Rynne

Kate Stockings

Elizabeth Rynne is an experienced Geography teacher and Head of
Department. Now retired, she maintains her involvement with the
Geographical community as Chair of GA AESIG (10 Years) and is a
Geography Subject expert for Ofqual.

Kate Stockings is currently Head of
Geography at Hampstead School in London.
Alongside this role, Kate is involved in
writing resources, textbooks and blogging for
numerous organisations and across Key Stage
3-5. She has recently completed a Masters
In Education at the University of Cambridge,
is the Education Officer for the UK Polar
Network and Char of the Teacher panel for the Museum of London..
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After teaching English in secondary schools,
Annabel joined Cambridge Assessment to
work on the KS3 English tests and related
research. Since then she has worked
freelance on various projects, including
developing exams, writing text books
and leading evaluation projects. She has
been involved in the redevelopment of
English qualifications such as GCSE and Functional Skills. She has also
delivered training in English and assessment for LAs, publishers and
schools. She leads a course in question writing and teaches on an MA
course in assessment at the Faculty of Education, Cambridge.
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Mike Simmons is the Deputy Director of
the National Forest Teaching School and
works with those in their early careers.
He has been a SLE for 6 years and worked
with numerous Geography Departments
across Birmingham. An active member
of the Geographical Association, Mike
is the secretary of the Assessment and
Examinations Special Interest Group. Mike loves to take students away
from the classroom and see them placing their theory into practice
in the real world and has lead many educational visits in the UK and
around the world.
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For more information find out more at:

hoddereducation.co.uk/question-bank

Michael is an experienced Head of Geography
who currently teaches across all year
groups in the North West. In recent years,
Michael has supported schools in curriculum
development, delivering training Nationally
and Internationally to teachers and school
leaders, along with authoring several revision
materials for schools. Michael is a passionate
practitioner with a keen interest in using research-based evidence to
support students in becoming lifelong learners. One of his favourite
aspects of Geography to teach, is the role of superpowers and
emerging powers on the global economy, political systems and the
physical environment.

